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Dear Readers ...

Greetings & good wishes

We are proud to emphasize that our Youth
wing  CYW and Women's wing CWW are doing
tremendous job in handling third wave of
COVID 19. It is again proved that youth is the
one hundred per cent strength of India - Now
CREDAI-Visakhapatnam  too has the  Nari
Shakthi.

Dear builders, keeping too much hope on
Government - either central or State-- will
not be wise on our part. We must learn to
adapt to situations and put our effort to
overcome the hurdles on our path.

Housing is still a necessity in our country as
we believe in preserving wealth for next
generation. We still believe immovable
property is the safest method of generating

and preserving wealth. It is also win-win
situation for private and Government. Real
estate generates income for Government
through taxes, generates job directly and
indirectly - through supporting industries.

Take care of you, your family, your
associates and nature.

Regards

K.C.Chandran
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Chairman’s Message… 

Dear member,

Please accept my warm greetings……

 The preceding month had been a month of festivities,
celebrations, enjoyment and entertainment, and
success for all of us. Whether it was Christmas, New
Year or the all important Pongal, we all celebrated
them with aplomb. However, for us as builders, the
successful conduct of 7th Property Expo on 24th, 25th
and 26th December, 2021 amidst pandemic, was a
matter of great satisfaction. This success was possible
because of united work of all concerned.

 Now, let us go to the flip side of the coin.

The latest issue that has been bothering all builders
is the difficulty in uploading of Q3 return, as per the
RERA provision, and the issue of payment of penalty
for not uploading the Q2 return for various reasons.
It has created sort of panic among builders because
of the proposed heavy penalty which is 5 per cent of
the total cost of the project. However, I am glad to
inform you that because of efforts of CREDAI-AP,
Convener of AP, RERA, the time for uploading the Q3
had been extended up to 10 February 2022. I request
you to take advantage of this extension and get all
aspects of your project updated. I also make a special
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request to you all to strictly adhere to all provisions
of RERA and avoid difficulties that may arise for non-
compliance of provisions. Our association proposes to
organise interactive sessions on all aspects of RERA
which would enable builders to adhere to all provisions
of RERA.

Coming to the day to day activities of all of us,
pandemic had hit very hard all sectors in the society
and construction sector is no exception. As a sector
that is the second largest employer of human resource
and contributor of considerable revenue to the
government, the adverse impact of pandemic is more
on employment sector. Everyone is heaving a sigh of
relief at the flatting curve of Delta wave, when the
third wave, in the form of Omicron, had hit the entire
world. Its spread is rapid and more and more people
are being affected.

It is in this background that our association, along
with the CREDAI-AP, have been trying to impress upon
the government on the need to extend certain
incentives to the realty sector to carry on their
activities.

In fact, the ruling BJP had sought inputs from our
association for consideration while preparing the
coming Union Budget. Accordingly, our association had
given inputs, mentioning the following issues to be
considered for incorporation in the Budget.

The most important issue concerns GST. We requested
for reintroduction of GST with input tax credit for
under construction projects. This would result in
reduced cost of construction, leading to slashing down
of prices and increasing demand from the potential
buyers.

Cement is the most important input in the construction
sector and we represented for reduction of GST on
this from the present 28 per cent to 12 per cent. Our
association had also sought a  rate  which should not
be more than 12 per cent GST for all products, and
stamp duty for registration to be brought under the
purview of GST. Revising tax exemption for individuals
would put more purchasing power in their hands and
enhance the demand for houses.

Another important change the association has sought
is the stipulation that 80 per cent of the materials
used should be purchased from GST registered
agencies. It acts as disincentive to small and medium
scale builders, who spend more than 40 per cent on

labourers. This stipulation should be brought down to
at least 60 percent.

Another critical issue we represented is the issue of
affordability. Increase of tax holiday u/s 80 IAB to
developers and funding stalled projects would greatly
boost the demand for houses. Removal of Rs. 45 lakh
cap and extension of 1 per cent GST are other issues
that would have a positive impact on the affordable
housing sector. For non-metros, affordable housing
should be Rs.75 lakh  instead of  Rs.45 lakh and 90
mts instead of 60 sq mts . For metro cities the value
for consideration should be Rs.1.5 crore instead of
Rs.75 lakh and area 120 sq mts instead of 90 sq mts sq

Realty sector heavily depends on government support
to carry on its activities in healthy and profitable
atmosphere and incorporating the above issues in the
coming union budget would be spur the realty sector
and of help the concept of “ease of doing business.”

We also requested that the status of industry should
be given for construction industry. It is our long pending
request.

Before I conclude I should mention a heartening
development connected to our association. The CYW
and the recently formed CWW have been actively
participating in all activities. They had organized
distribution of clothes to the needy and the CWW had
also organized a very useful and educative interactive
session on breast cancer recently.

I am mentioning this because it is members of CYW
and CWW that would take the legacy of the association
to the next level of excellences.

I request you all to be very careful about the rapidly
spreading Omicron and not to take it lightly. As you
must be aware by now, strictly following COVID
protocol, which means, wearing a mask, maintaining
distance and frequently sanitizing are the best
protection against any kind of COVID…….

I wish you health and harmony at the domestic front
and peace and prosperity at your professional work….

ALL THE VERY BEST………

Yours,
B. SRINIVASA RAO
Chairman,
CREDAI Visakhapatnam.
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¬øÁ&ÜsTTdüuÛÑT´\≈£î,

q÷‘·q dü+e‘·‡s¡ X¯óuÛ≤ø±+ø£å\T . . .
Ä+Á<äÁ|ü<˚XŸ ¬ssê n<∏ë]{° 2017 ˝À ÁbÕs¡+_Û+#ês¡ì eTq+<ä]ø°
‘Ó*dæq $wüj·Ty˚T . ¬ssê #·≥º+˝À eTq ìsêàD s¡+>±ìøÏ eT]j·TT
]j·T Ÿ̋ mùdº{Ÿ &Óe\|üs¡‡ ≈£î dü+ã+~Û+∫ mH√ï ìj·TeT ìã+<Ûäq\qT
ìπs›•+#ês¡T. #·≥º+˝Àì ìj·Te÷\≈£î nqT>∑TD+>± _\¶s¡T¢ ‘·eT
Áb˛C…≈£îº\qT ¬ssê ̋ À ]õdüºsY nj˚T´≥≥T¢ >±qT, m|üŒ{Ïø£|ü⁄Œ&ÉT ì]›wüº
düeTj·T+˝À Á‘Ó’e÷dæø£ nù|¶≥¢qT dü_à{Ÿ #˚j·T&É+ eT]j·TT #·{≤ºìï
‘·T #· ‘·|üŒ≈£î+&Ü nqTdü]+#˚≥T¢>± ìπs›•+#ês¡T.

Ç|üŒ{ÏøÏ ¬ssê #·≥º+ neT\T˝ÀøÏ e∫Ã <ë<ë|ü⁄ 5 dü+e‘·‡sê\T nsTTHê, Ç|üŒ{Ïes¡≈£î #·≥º+ ˝À ñqï ÁbÕC…øº̆ n+#·Hê e´j·T+ ô|’ 5%
es¡≈£î ô|Hê©º #êØ®\T edü÷\T #Ój·T´&É+ >±˙, Ç‘·s¡ $wüj·÷\˝À >±˙ eTq _\¶s¡¢≈£î e´‹πsø£+>± ô|<ä›>± #·≥ºØ‘ê´ #·s¡́ \T rdüTø=q Ò̋<äT.
#ê˝≤ es¡≈£î Ä+Á<ÛäÁ|ü<˚XŸ ¬ssê n<∏ë]{° eTq _\¶s¡¢ j·T+<äT m+‘√ ø=+‘· düTVü≤<ë“¤e+‘√H˚ ñ+~.

á |ü]dæú‘·T˝À¢ Á|üdüTÔ‘·+ ¬ssê yês¡T Á‘Ó’e÷dæø£ nù|¶≥¢qT ìØï‘· düeTj·TeTT˝À dü_à{Ÿ #˚j·Tì _\¶s¡¢≈£î ÁbıC…≈£îº n+#·Hê e´j·T+ô|’ 5% es¡≈£î
»]e÷Hê $~Ûdü÷Ô H√{°düT\T C≤Ø #˚düTÔHêïs¡T. Ç|üŒ{Ïπø mH√ï düeTdü´\‘√ dü‘·eT‘·eTe⁄‘·Tqï eTq _\¶s¡¢≈£î Ç˝≤+{Ï »]e÷Hê\ e\¢
eT]+‘· Ä]∆ø£ uÛ≤s¡eTÚ‘√+~. Ç+<äTeT÷\eTT>± eT÷&Ée Á‘Ó’e÷dæø£ nù|¶≥T #˚j·TT≥≈£î ø±düÔ düe÷j·TeTT ø√s¡>± πssê Ä<Ûë]{° yês¡T Ä
düeTj·÷ìï »qe] 22 qT+&ç |òæÁãe] 10e ‘êØ≈£î es¡≈£î bı&ç–+#·&ÉyÓT Æq~. á bı&ç–+∫q düeTj·÷ìï n+<äs¡÷ dü~«ìjÓ÷>∑+
#˚düTø=ì eT÷&Ée Á‘Ó’e÷dæø£ nù|¶{Ÿ‡ qT ìØí‘· >∑&ÉTe⁄˝À>± #˚düT≈£î+{≤s¡ì ø√s¡T≈£î+≥THêïqT.

eTq Á¬ø&ÜsTT $XÊK|ü≥ï+ yÓTT<ä{Ï qT+∫ ≈£L&Ü eTq düuÛÑT´\+<äs¡≈£î ¬ssê #·≥º+˝À ñqï ìj·TeT ìã+<Ûäq\qT ‘·T #· ‘·|üŒ≈£î+&Ü
nqTdü]+#ê\ì mH√ïkÕs¡T¢ $»„|æÔ #˚dü÷Ô e∫Ã+~.

¬ssê n<∏ë]{° yês¡T eTTqTà+<äT eT]+‘· ø£]ƒq+>± e´e]+#· e#·TÃ. #·≥ºØ‘ê´ eT]ìï #·s¡´\T rdüTø=qe#·TÃ. ø±ã{Ïº eTq düuÛÑT´\+<äs¡÷
≈£L&Ü,

1. ‘·eT ÁbÕC…≈£îº\qT ¬ssê ˝À ‘·|üŒ≈£î+&Ü ]õdüºsY #˚düTø=qe\j·TTqT,

2. Á‘Ó’e÷dæø£ nù|¶≥¢qT ì]›wüº düeTj·T+˝À düÁø£eT+>± dü_à{Ÿ #˚j·Te\j·TTqT.

3. Ä≈£î´ô|˙‡ dü]º|òæ¬ø{Ÿ e∫Ãq ‘·sê«‘· nbÕ¬sºà+{Ÿ bòÕ¢{Ÿ zqs¡T‡ nk˛dæj˚TwüHé @sêŒ≥T #˚dæ õ˝≤¢ ]õkÕºs¡T ø±sê´\j·TeTT˝§ kıôd’{°dt
j·÷øº̆ ÁøÏ+<ä ]õÁùdºwüHé #˚düTø=ì dü]º|òæ¬ø{Ÿ qT bı+~ <ëìì πssê˝À nb ¢̨&é #˚j·Te\j·TTqT.

4. ô|’ e˙ï m|üŒ{Ïø£|ü⁄Œ&ÉT nù|¶{Ÿ #˚dü÷Ô, Ä≈£î´ô|˙‡ dü]º|òæ¬ø{Ÿ e∫ÃHê ≈£L&Ü ¬ssê n<∏ë]{° qT+&ç ÁbÕC…øº̆ ø√¢EsY bı+<˚es¡≈£î Á‘Ó ’e÷dæø£
nù|¶≥T¢ dü_à{Ÿ #˚dü÷Ô ñ+&Ée\j·TTqT. eT]j·TT ¬ssê #·≥º+ ˝Àì ìj·Te÷\qT ‘·|üŒ≈£î+&Ü bÕ{ÏdüTÔ, m Ç‘·s¡ düeTdǘ \ e\j·TeTT˝À
|ü&É≈£î+&Ü ñ+&Ü\ì á dü+<äs¡“¤+>± eTs=ø£ÿkÕ] eTq Á¬ø&ÜsTT $XÊK|ü≥ï+ #ê|üºs¡T düuÛÑT´\+<ä]øÏ $»„|æÔ #˚düTÔHêïeTT.

á q÷‘·q dü+e‘·‡s¡+ ˝À MTs¡T, MT ≈£î≥T+ã düuÛÑT´\+<äs¡÷ ≈£L&Ü Äs√>∑´+‘√ ñ+≥÷, MT yê´bÕsêìï n_Ûe~∆
#˚düT≈£î+≥÷ dü+‘√wü+>± ñ+&Ü\ì ø√s¡T≈£î+≥THêïqT.

|”̋ ≤ ø√fÒX¯«s¡sêe⁄
Immediate Past Chairman,
CREDAI Visakhapatnam.,

C≤sTT+{Ÿ ôdÁø£≥Ø, ø£˙«qsY, ¬ssê düuŸ ø£$T{°,
Á¬ø&ÜsTT, Ä+Á<ÛäÁ|ü<˚XŸ.
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With a focus on four pillars
of development — inclusive
development, productivity
enhancement, energy transition,
and climate action — the Union
Budget 2022-23 presents a
blueprint for India @100 focusing
on farmers, women, youth, and
marginal class for FY 22 - 23.
Infrastructure development has
been given continued importance
once again with the
announcement of PM Gati Shakti
master plan. The National
Highway network will be
expanded by 25,000 km in 2022-

23 and other modes of transport
too will be expanded. The
Government aims to facilitate
technology-enabled development
by leveraging the knowledge of
start-ups for special initiatives
like Drone Shakti and plans to
introduce E-passports,
digitization of land records,
digital rupee by RBI, etc in 2022
- 23. Govt. has once again
underlined the importance of
industry linkages in skill
development & up-gradation and
announced the setting up of
digital university too. FM
reiterates the importance of
faster environment clearances as
part of Ease of Doing Business.

Recognizing the importance of
urban housing and the increasing
pace of urbanization, the Govt.
will emphasize better planning
for sustainable living in Tier 2 -3
cities. In this regard, investment
in urban sector capacity building,
modernization of building bye-
laws & mass transit projects on

the hub and spoke model will be
executed. The work on National
Generic Document Registration
System (NGDRS) will be
accelerated. Data centres to be
given Infrastructure status which
in turn will boost financing to the
sector.

Allocation of 48000 Crores
towards the completion of 80
lakhs home under PMAY is a
welcome step. FM also
announced that approvals related
to land and construction
particularly for Affordable
Housing in the Urban areas will
be given priority. An increase in
Capital Expenditure by the
Government by 35.4% to 7.5 lakh
crore without any increase in
Direct taxes is expected to add
momentum to the overall
development process across
sectors."

- Mr. Harsh Vardhan Patodia,
President,
CREDAI National

KEY HIGHLIGHTS OF BUDGET ON REAL ESTATE

Housing & Urban Planning
Rs 48, 000 crore is allotted for PM Awas Yojana

In 2022-23, 80 lakh houses will be completed for identified beneficiaries of PM Awas Yojana; 60,000 houses
will be identified as beneficiaries for PM Awas Yojana in rural & urban areas

60,000 crore allocated for providing access to tap water to 3.8 crore households

In 2022-23, 80 lakh households will be identified for the affordable housing scheme

A high-level committee for urban planners and economists to be formed for recommendations on urban
capacity building, planning implementation, and governance.

5 existing academic institutions for urban planning to be designated as Centre for Excellence with endowment
fund of Rs 250 cr

Modern building by-laws will be introduced

A high-level panel to be set up for urban planning

Govt to promote use of public transport in urban areas
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The 7th Edition of Credai-
Visakhapatnam Property Expo,
which was held at the iconic
Gadiraju Palace and Centre, on 24th
25th and 26th December,has been a
huge success. For this,
every member of CREDAI -
Visakhapatnam, including
its Chairman, Sri Bayana
Srinivasa Rao, President,
Sri KSRK Raju, Hon
Secretary Sri E.Ashok
Kumar, Treasurer, Sri A.
Shivanand and Expo
Convener, Sri V. Sreenu and
members of CYW and CWW
could be legitimately
proud of. The conduct of
Expos, which is one of the important
activities of the association and
which started in 2014-15, had
brought the builders and prospective
buyers under one roof and carved a
niche for itself in the realm of real
estate in the entire state. If Credai-
Visakhapatnam has become a
household name in the city and
surrounding areas, it is mainly
because of the popularity of Expos
and delivery of quality units in
time."Trust and Confidence" have
become the hall marks of the
association and its members.

Two important features of the Expo
needed to be mentioned.

CREDAI Expo 21 A success story.
Because of pandemic,
the EXPO could not be
conducted last year and
this year it was resumed
and carried out
successfully.

It's success is reflected in
the number of walk-ins
and business
transactions, running
into several crore
rupees, carried out, on

the spot, during the three days.

For the first time, as decided by the
EC, the conduct of Expo was
outsourced, even though every

aspect of the Expo was closely
monitored by the association and
virtually it has become a show of
CREDAI-Visakhapatnam only.

The aim of the Expo has always been
to bring all stake holders under one
roof, display a large
number of houses, plots,
sites, villas, luxury
apartments and enable the
buyers to select his dream
houses from among the
units that are at display by
reputed builders. This year
is no exception.

Like in the previous Expos,
the SBI was the principal

sponsor for the Expo and apart from
being principal sponsor, it had also
taken active role in a number of
activities, including participation of
its senior officers like CGM, who
came all the way from Mumbai and
DGMs. The interactive session with
these senior officials had thrown
light on a number issues, including
housing loans and project financing.
It proved to be informative and very
beneficial both to customers and
builders.

Another important event is the other
interactive session with the
Chairman of Smart City Corporation.
Anchored by former Chairman Sri P.
Koteswara Rao, it threw light on
various development activities,
taken up under Smart Cities
Development Mission, and how
builders could contribute to and
benefit from this mission.

Another high light of the event was
presentation of the BR Raju Award
for 2021 to three meritorious
students of architecture from
Andhra University. Architecture is
one of the important aspects in
construction industry and the award
was instituted in memory of
B.R.Raju, himself an architect, to
encourage students of architecture.
Incidentally all the three winners are
girls this time.

Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop questioning.  - Albert Einstein
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Housing prices may rise 5%
during 2022: Report
NEW DELHI: Housing prices may
rise 5 per cent next year on
improved demand, according to.
In its '2022 Outlook Report', the
property consultant said: "While
2021 was mostly impacted by the
volatility due to the pandemic,
2022 may prove to be a more
stable year for the sector
both for commercial as well
as the residential sector."
On the housing segment,
the report said that sales
momentum is expected to
continue in 2022 as
prospective homebuyers'
preferences for bigger
homes, better amenities,
and attractive pricing will
keep them interested to
seal the deals. "After facing
a series of structural
reforms like
demonetisation, GST, and
RERA during the last decade, the
pandemic arrived as another blow
for the real estate sector. Our
decadal analysis of the 2011 to
2021 period indicates many of the
supply and demand-side factors
have started putting upward
pressure on house prices and as
a result, we project around 5 per
cent price increase in 2022," it
added. Shishir Baijal, chairman
and managing director at India,
said the real estate sector

recorded a smart recovery
despite the pandemic exigencies
in 2021 with segments like
residential outperforming others.

The disruption caused by
pandemic, is slowly settling down
and the real estate market ids

expected to gain back its rhythm
in the next two to three quarters
and although the threat of the
new variant is adequately
contained with minimum
disruption in the early part of the
new year. Should we be able to
continue at this pace, the real
estate sector will see an
adequate recovery to match or
indeed cross the pre-pandemic
levels," he said. Knight Frank said
that the top five IT companies'

incremental demand for office
space based on robust hiring in
the last eighteen months is
estimated at 11.67 million square
feet, spread out over the next
one to two years. "Co-working
sector will benefit as pandemic
reinforces the need for agility like

never before. Agility, a
keyword associated with the
co-working sector, will drive
the demand rebound for
flexible office spaces
despite the return of
normalcy. The recovery in
the office sector and flight-
to quality trend is expected
to keep rents stable to
increasing in 2022," the
report said. Transactions for
the warehousing segment,
riding on the boom of the
e-commerce sector, is
projected to grow at a CAGR

(compound annual growth rate)
of 20 per cent from 31.7 million
square feet in the financial year
2021 to 45.9 million square feet
in the financial year 2023. Indian
data centre market currently
houses an estimated 445 MW of
critical IT capacity, and with a
significant approximate 290 MW
addition in 2022, the total count
will scale up to 735 MW by end of
next year.

BY AVINASH RAGHAV
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Despite Omicron worries, sectoral
experts are positive in their
outlook for the residential real
estate market. Luxury residential
premises and multifunctional
homes are likely to see good d

India's real estate sector,
including residential housing, was
not immune to the devastation
caused by the
coronavirus outbreak in
2020. This year, the
sector began showing
signs of resilience and
regained momentum
despite a devastating
second COVID-19 wave.
Going into the new year,
the emergence of the
Omicron variant is
causing concerns but
sectoral experts have a
positive view of 2022.
Here are the five key
housing trends to watch
out for in the coming
year.

New supply and sales in the
residential real estate market
"may reach 2019 levels" by 2022,
according to Anarock Property
Consultants. Interest rates may
start inching up from the second
half of 2022, it said. The sector
will witness an increase in the
share of "large players"-Grade A
and organised developers-who will
continue to dominate and capture
more market share from smaller
and unorganised players, Anarock
Group Chairman Anuj Puri said.

Mid-end and high-end housing
segments "will continue to drive
a majority of the demand", he
said. (Representative image:
Shutterstock)

According to property consultant
Knight Frank India, the residential
segment will witness around "5
percent capital value growth in

2022". Many of the supply and
demand-side factors, assessed
over the last decade, have
started putting upward pressure
on house prices, it said in a recent
report. "Residential sales
momentum is expected to
continue in 2022 as prospective
homebuyers' preferences for
bigger homes, better amenities
and attractive pricing will keep
them interested to seal the
deals," the report, released on

December 9, added. According to
Anarock Group, the prices may
appreciate in the "range of 5-10
percent".

n 2021, an uptick was seen in the
sale of luxury residential
premises in Mumbai and Delhi.
The trend is likely to continue in
2022, say real estate experts. To

tap into the demand, Tata Realty
and Infrastructure has plans to
develop an ultra-luxury
residential apartment project
near Hailey Road in Delhi, and
Godrej Properties said it has
entered into a joint venture with
the TDI Group to construct a
luxury housing project in the
capital's Connaught Place area.
"While there are some challenges
with regard to the supply of high-
end floors in the Delhi market due

5 HOUSING TRENDS
to watch out for in 2022
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to delays, the outlook for the super-
luxury market in 2022 remains
robust," said Amit Goyal, CEO at India
Sotheby's International Realty.

The gap between rental yield and
bank FD rates, which has been
shrinking over the past few years, is
expected to reduce further moving
into 2022. In the past, rental yields
in Mumbai were a low of 1.5-2
percent. This has now come in the
range of 3-4 percent. "During the
same period, the interest on bank
FDs has reduced from 8-8.5 percent
to about 5-6 percent. This has
significantly reduced the incentive to
defer the decision to purchase a
property," Deepesh Salgia, Director,
Shapoorji Pallonji Real Estate, said
in a recent column for M

The pandemic-related curbs and the
continuance of hybrid work models
has allowed builders to aggressively
market multifunctional homes.
According to experts, this trend will
continue in the next year as well.
"2021 has definitely pushed us to
explore unique marketing tools to
virtually appeal to customers.
Looking ahead, 2022 will be a year
with continued steady demand for
multifunctional homes. There will
continue to be unique project
offerings and homebuyers will have
ample choices. Given the confidence
built in 2021 post the pandemic and
the favourable interest rates for
homebuyers, one can expect an
uptick in sales in the coming year,"
Sterling Developers Chairman and MD
Raman Sastri said.

BUDGET 2022
EXPECTATIONS
Real estate may see
increased capital outlay, FDI
inflow and tax relaxations,
say experts

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman and her team is all
set to announce the Union Budget 2022 in February.

With rising COVID-19 cases due to the new Omicron variant,
Indian economic recovery may once again take a setback.
As lockdowns and restrictions are being imposed by several
states to control the COVID-19 cases, real estate sector is
expecting the government to increase the capital outlay
so that impetus to the economy can be provided.

Few key relaxation in taxes to boost the real estate sector
and rise in FDI inflow are among other expectations from
the Budget 2022 by the industry.

However, Confederation of Indian Industry president TV
Narendran expects the government to focus on investment
and infrastructure in the next Budget, rather than focusing
on introducing new measures every year. He was of the
opinion that the government should nurture employment
and focus on increasing consumption.

"I think if we execute what we said we would in the previous
years, it would be great progress. If I were to bucket our
recommendations -- one is to continue with the government
focus on infrastructure and investments because that helps
create demand, jobs, and helps drive competitiveness,"
he said….

However, some experts believe the upcoming Budget is
expected to focus on providing a push to both affordable
and rental housing as well as strengthen the existing
financing system to provide liquidity to stuck real estate
projects.
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How artificial intelligence is
making shifting easy in 2022

A head start has already been made when it comes to the adoption of AI in making shifting easy for
every person who needs to relocate.

Artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning have over the
past few years been swiftly
redefining sectors and industries
across the world. From education
and health to manufacturing and
technology, every sector is
leveraging the benefits of AI and
ML, though the same does not
stand true for the logistics
industry, especially the movers
and packers segment. However,
just like the recent evolution of
aggregators in movers and packers
segment, a head start has already
been made when it comes to the
adoption of AI in making shifting
easy for every person who needs
to relocate.

AI and house shifting

A thorough survey and subsequent
listing of items are a prerequisite
of hassle-free shifting. This means
every item that needs to be
transported is listed as per its
type, fragility or volume
occupied. AI has a major role to
play in this regard, especially
owing to the new normal, as it
makes virtual survey a reality. It
entails that there would be
automatic item identification and
listing in the form of both pictures
and videos.

For instance, picture-based
virtual surveys have become a
reality with the help of AI. As per

our experience, the scope of error
was minimised and the level of
accuracy is impeccable, too. After
a few-last minute bug testing,
people would soon be able to do
it even more easily by using AI-
enabled apps. All they need to do
is take a panoramic view picture
of the room or area, following
which the app itself would do all
the listing. Suppose there's a
cupboard. Depending on its size
and specifications, the items
stored within it would be
calculated automatically by the
app. This is done through object
recognition technology, which has
already proven its mettle.

The picture-based survey is also
a great enabler of automatic
pricing systems. Since the listings
were automated, a simultaneous
automated bidding was initiated
among shifting partners to obtain
the best possible price for end
consumers. While it saves plenty
of time, it benefits the moving
and packing team with a swift
process and the customers are
comfortable with the incurred
expense. It is important to
mention here that augmented
reality is also being explored to
further enhance the process.

The way forward

The next course of action for
integration of AI is focused on the

packing of items. A few bugs
remain to be tackled for packing
listings through AI to actually
become a reality. Once this is
sorted, every packaging carton
would carry a virtual bar coding,
thereby eradicating the possibility
of items getting missed or
damaged. To maintain
standardisation and compliance,
the onus is on the aggregator to
provide uniform packing material,
conducive to different
requirements such as carrying
heavy or fragile items.

While we can continue to talk
about the advancements, we
cannot ignore the bottlenecks
that jeopardise the prospects of
widespread AI integration in
space. One of the firsts is lesser
informed customers. Once they
are adequately informed about
the pros, the scope of error would
be minimised. It needs to be
communicated effectively that
the pricing would be dynamic with
integration of AI, and customers
can in fact bank on expected price
down suggested to them. Also, the
customers are to gain the most
with an ongoing bidding process
at the backend, quite similar to a
stock market experience.

The writer is co-founder & MD,
Shift Freight.
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The country's top lenders including
State Bank of India (SBI), Kotak
Mahindra Bank, HDFC Bank, as well
as ICICI Bank recently reduced the
interest rates on home loans. Along
with the low-interest rates, the
banks are providing various offers
including discounts on processing
fees or special benefits for women
customers to lure home buyers. On
Friday, March 5, the country's
leading private lender ICICI bank
announced that it reduced its
interest rate on home loans up to
? 75 lakh to 6.70 per cent, its
lowest in 10 years.

This came days after the country's
largest lender- State Bank of India,
reduced its interest rate on home
loans up to ? 75 lakh to 6.70 per
cent, its lowest rate on home loans
on record. As the financial year
comes to a near close, leading
banks have reduced interest rates
on home loans to take advantage
of stamp duty relaxation and
compete in a sector witnessing low
credit demand.

Here are some remarks from
experts of the real estate sector
on the recent reduction in home
loan interest rates and its effect
on the sector as a whole:

"The reduction in home loan
interest rates by leading banks for
a limited period have extended the
best buying opportunity for the

'Reduction in HOME LOAN RATES
to Spur Demand
For Residential
Properties': Experts

Lower interest rate on home loans: With low interest
rates, banks are also providing various offers including
discounts on processing fees or special benefits for
women customers to lure homebuyers.

 Nikita Prasad.

homebuyers. The banks are
competing to grab the home loan
customers before the fiscal year
ends. Currently, the home loan
rates are at an historic 15 year low,
as banks compete in a market with
low credit demand. The benign
interest rates environment will
continue for some time and it is
unlikely that interest rates will fall
further from the current levels,''
said Pritam Chivukula, Co-Founder
and Director, Tridhaatu Realty
(Secretary, CREDAI-MCHI)

''For the next few days, the buyers
can swoop in on good deals on the
back of rock-bottom interest rates
on home loans, stamp duty
relaxation, offers and the
availability of choices from good
developers. We can already see
that the demand for residential
properties has picked up now as
people are beginning to believe that
this is the best time to buy a
property,'' added Pritam Chivukula.

"There is already a growing desire
of owning a home as consumers
look at it as a necessity in this
unprecedented time of the COVID-
19 pandemic. With the last few
days left to avail the stamp duty
benefit, there is a stiff competition
amongst the financial institutions
to provide the consumers with the
best home loan interest rates,'' said
Ashok Mohanani - President,
NAREDCO Maharashtra

''This is the best time to buy a home
as it gives the aspiring homebuyers
a lifetime opportunity to purchase
their dream home with reduced
stamp duty as well as all-time low
interest rates. These factors are
also proving to help spur the real
estate demand that was
temporarily hit as a result of the
pandemic,'' added Ashok Mohanani.

"The reduction in home loan rates
by leading banks is going to help
the demand side immensely.
Currently, the all-time low, sub-7
per cent interest rates are
encouraging consumers to proceed
with their purchase and quickly
close their transactions. Low
interest rates also help enhance
eligibility for home buyers thereby
bringing more customers into the
marketplace,'' said Jayesh Rathod,
Executive Director, The Guardians
Real Estate Advisory

Comments'' A low interest rate
regime is bound to catapult
unimaginable, economic growth in
the country as a result of enhanced
consumption. The low interest
rates coupled with negligible or nil
transaction cost will augur well for
ready-to-move-in homes and the
affordable housing industry. Both
of these categories will benefit
immensely from the reduced
rates,'' added Jayesh Rathod.
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Curtain Raiser: GVMC Mayor. Golagani Hari Venkata Kumari, lighting
lamp and formally inaugurating the Curtain Raiser Function of EXPO on
06/12/21.(from left) CREDAI Visakhapatnam President Sri KSRK Raju,
Convener Sri V. Sreenu, SBI DGM Sri Manmaya Pandab, Chairman
Sri Bayana Srinivasa Rao and Hon Secretary Sri E. Ashok Kumar are seen
in the picture.

Meeting with GVMC Commissioner Sri Lakshmisa on 13/12/21. (From
Left) Joint Secretary Sri N. Vamsi Mohan, President Sri KSRK Raju,
Chairman Sri Bayana Srinivasa Rao, Hon Secretary Sri E. Ashok Kumar
and EC members Sri Ramanaiah and Sri P. Narasimha Rao.

Chairman, Sri Bayana Srinivasa Rao, addressing media conference re-
garding steep hike in prices on 16/11/2021. He was flanked by Hon.
Secretary Sri E. Ashok Kumar and President Sri KSRK Raju.

Meeting of CYW attended by members of CREDAI Visakhapatnam. (from
Left) CYW Secretary Sri B.V. Sreedhar, CREDAI-EC Member Sri Narasimha
Rao, Joint Secretary Sri KVR Raju (Ramesh) and Youth Wing
Coordinator Sri G. Karthik.

Group photo of CYW attended by CREDAI Visakhapatnam members at
the meeting of CYW on 16.12.21. Members of CWW distributed clothes to the needy as part of its CSR

activity on 29/11/21. CWW Vizag Coordinator, Smt. N. Mridula, CWW
Secretary Smt B. Suma and other CWW members are seen with CYW
Secretary Sri BV Sreedhar and CREDAI Visakhapatnam, President Sri
KSRK Raju.

PHOTO GALLERY
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An interactive session with Smart City Corporation Chairman (with mike
in hand) Sri G. Venkateswara Rao (GV) was organized at the EXPO on
25/12/21. Former Chairman Sri Peela Koteswara Rao anchored the
interactive session, where the Chairman, gave details of various
developmental projects being implemented as part of Smart Cities
Development Mission.

Paying tributes to BR Raju, in whose memory the BR Raju Award for
meritorious students of architecture from AU, is instituted. (from left)
Deputy Mayor, Sri J. Sreedhar, Past Chairman, CREDAI Visakhapatnam,
Sri G.V.V.S. Narayana, MLC Smt. Varadu Kalyani, Former Chairman Sri
P. Koteswara Rao, MLA Sri Velagapudi Krishna Babu, MP Sri MVV
Satyanarayana, CREDAI Visakhapatnam Chairman, Sri Bayana Srinivasa
Rao, President Sri KSRK Raju, Hon Secretary Sri E. Ashok Kumar, Former
Chairman, Sri K. Ramakrishna Rao and Expo Convener Sri V. Sreenu are
seen.

Congratulating winner of gold coin at the EXPO. (from left) EC
Members Sri Madhu Kiran and Sri K. Srinivas, Chairman, Sri Bayana
Srinivasa Rao, EC Member, Sri P. Narasimha Rao, President, Sri KSRK
Raju and Treasurer, Sri A. Shivanand

CREDAI Visakhapatnam President, Sri KSRK Raju (with mike in hand)
announcing the lucky winner of the Bumper Draw at the Expo on 26/
12/21. (from left) Hon Secretary Sri E. Ashok Kumar, MLA Sri Velagapudi
Krishna Babu, Chairman Sri Bayana Srinivasa Rao, MLC Smt. Varadu
Kalyani, MP Sri MVV Satyanarayana, former Chairmen of CREDAI
Visakhapatnam, Sri P. Koteswara Rao and Sri GVVS Narayana are also
seen in the picture.

Hon Secretary Sri E. Ashok Kumar, welcoming all to the Expo on 24/12/
2021, as the Chairman looks on in appreciation.

 An interactive session on "Issues of  Advances and Project Finance on
Real Estate Housing" was conducted at the EXPO on 25/12/21. The
session was moderated by former Chairman, Sri Peela Koteswara Rao
and senior SBI officers including Chef General Manager Sri Mahesh Goel.
DGMs, Sri Vinod V Dattawadkar and Sri Manmaya Pandab CREDAI
Visakhapatnam Chairman Sri Bayana Srinivasa Rao, President Sri KSRK
Raju, Hon Secretary Sri E. Ashok Kumar, Treasurer Sri A. Shivanand and
others participated in the session.

OPTICAL REPRESENTATION OF EXPO-2021
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29-11-2021_Clothes Donation - Generation Yuvaa
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With the support of
CREDAI, Visakhapatnam,
we at CWW, were driven
to create a platform for

knowledge sharing.
PRERANA has been

designed to be this virtual
platform which is meant
to inspire and connect,
with sessions planned to

bring about a change from
with-in its listeners by
helping them takeaway

key learning's.

PRERANA is the effort and
teamwork of CWW, Vizag
centre. We launched the
PRERANA poster on 15th
January, 2022 and hosted

the first event on 19th
January. Mr. K.S.

Chandran, senior most
CREDAI member and a

Former Chairman, helped
us get connected with our

first speaker, Dr. Aruna
Anupindi, consultant

clinical oncologist from UK
to forward the session
with a very informative
presentation on breast

examination and
awareness. She was very

patient and threw light on
many areas of breast

cancer.

It was indeed a very useful
and good session.

N.Mridula
CWW Co-Ordinator,

Visakhapatnam

P R E R A N A  ...
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